
 

At Vintage Plus Arcade, LLC we offer a unique line of arcade furniture that is not only stylish but also 

functional.  Our goal was to not only have a great line up of classic arcade games built into our furniture but 

also have this piece of furniture serve as a focal point in any room.  With our variety of colors and styles to 

choose from we are sure your clients will find the perfect addition to any home or business.   

Our modular controller design allows for your client to decide how they would like their furniture to look.  

If they do not want the controllers on for a certain event they can simply remove the arcade controls and 

replace them with the included drawer fronts to give the furniture a more classic look. 

                

All of our tables come with either a 3/8” or 1/4” thick protective glass table top to keep spilled drinks from 

leaking into the electronics.  These arcade machines also have a built-in dual USB charging station so you 

can charge your phone or tablet while you play or relax.   

 

Our Arcade Cocktail table comes with LED Bluetooth enabled 

controls to allow for your clients to control what color(s) the table is 

projecting through its sides and bottom.   It also allows for your 

customer to play side-by-side or cross table (cocktail format) 

depending on where the arcade controls are plugged in. 

These products are built to last and will provide a level of 

entertainment no other furniture company can offer. 

 

Please visit us at VintagePlusArcade.com and check out our product line.  If you feel you would like to add 

us to your portfolio please contact us so we can discuss pricing opportunities to benefit you and your clients. 

We look forward to hearing from you. 

Thank you for your time and consideration. 

Vintage Plus Arcade, LLC. 

vplusarcade@gmail.com 

508-657-4641 

VintagePlusArcade.com                                                                                
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